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Crackle, the impulsive quality sometimes present in supersonic jet noise, has tradi-
tionally been defined in terms of the pressure waveform skewness. However, recent
work has shown that the pressurewaveform time derivative is a better quantifier of
the acoustic shocks believed to be responsible for crackle perception. This paper
discusses two definitions of crackle: waveform asymmetry versus shock content
and crackle as a source or propagation-related phenomenon. Data from two static
military jet aircraft tests are used to demonstrate that the skewedwaveforms radi-
ated from the jet undergo significant nonlinear steepening and shock formation, as
evidenced by the skewness of the time derivative of the pressure waveforms. To the
extent that crackle is caused by the presence of shock-like features in thewaveform,
crackle's perceived quality is likely to be heavily influenced by propagation
through the geometric near field and into the far field. © 2016 Institute of Noise
Control Engineering.
Primary subject classification: 13.1.2; Secondary subject classification: 21.6.1
1 INTRODUCTION

Crackle, a supersonic jet noise phenomenon, has been
labeled as an annoying and dominant characteristic of the
total noise1,2 and is, therefore, an important consideration
when designing noise reduction methodologies for tactical
aircraft. FfowcsWilliams et al.1 described crackle as “sud-
den spasmodic bursts of a rasping fricative sound . . . It is a
startling staccato of cracks and bangs and its onomatope,
‘crackle,’ conveys a subjectively accurate impression.” A
principal conclusion by Ffowcs Williams et al. was that
the skewness of the pressure waveform, Sk{p(t)}, a nor-
malized third central moment of the waveform probability
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density function (PDF) and measure of the PDF asymme-
try, can be used to conveniently identify a crackling jet.

The work of Ffowcs Williams et al. has guided subse-
quent supersonic jet noise investigations. Shortly after the
Ffowcs Williams et al. study was published, Schlinker3

reported skewness values in his dissertation on laboratory-
scale supersonic jet experiments. More recently, several
studies have included Sk{p(t)} as part of laboratory and
full-scale experiment documentation and discussed implica-
tions regarding crackle2,4–14. Crighton13 sought an explana-
tion for pressure skewness in the context of atmospheric
nonlinear propagation of jet noise, a theme that has been dis-
cussedmore recently byPetitjean andMcLaughlin5, Petitjean
et al.6 and Schlinker et al.10,11. Source mechanisms for an
asymmetric pressure PDF have also been sought. Krothapalli
et al.2 described pressure skewness as a source mechanism
resulting fromMachwave radiation and proposed that asym-
metric waveformswere caused by pockets of rapidly expand-
ing cool, ambient air when entrained in a hot jet.

A possible connection between jet Mach wave radiation
and crackle/skewness has been described by other authors,
including the potential for crackle reduction7,8,14. Recent
supersonic flow numerical simulations by Nichols et al.15,16,
Anderson and Freund17, and Buchta et al.18 have indicated
that pressure skewness originates as a source phenomenon.
Schlinker et al.10 applied an eduction method to high-
power set point data from a full-scale engine and localized
the origin of impulsive signatures to be around 5 nozzle
diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. Note further that
positive pressure skewness associated with supersonic jet
flows has been documented in military jet flyover data12,19,
1Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



1) Although they added a footnote in which they indicated they
reproduced the results for many of their experiments using a
recorder with a flatter low-frequency response, a rigorous
evaluation of the threshold has not taken place. McInerny
et al.21, in their studies of launch vehicle noise, showed that a
loss of low-frequency response resulted in artificially greater
skewness values, thereby affirming the potential problem in
using the Sk{p(t)} > 0.4 as an absolute threshold to define
crackle for data acquired using modern instrumentation with
in static rocket motors and launch vehicles20,21, and in ex-
plosive volcanic eruptions22.

FfowcsWilliams et al. are responsible for the synonymy
of crackle with positive pressure skewness, but also indi-
cated that the “physical feature of a sound wave that gives
rise to the readily identifiable subjective impression of
‘crackle’ is shown to be the sharp shock-like compressive
waves that sometimes occur in thewave form”. As pointed
out by Papamoschou and Debiasi4, who called pressure
skewness an “incomplete metric” for crackle, these two
views are not necessarily compatible. Because Sk{p(t)}
quantifies only the asymmetric occurrence of pressure
values, it is wholly insensitive to large temporal rate of
pressure changes, @p/@t, that define acoustic shocks. Gee
et al.23 have shown that the shock-like features present in
a pressure waveform from an afterburning F/A-18E are es-
sential in reproducing its crackle and suggested that the
quantification of crackle should be based on statistics of
thewaveform time derivative. However, given its historical
precedence and the fact that supersonic jets produce posi-
tively skewed waveforms, the use of Sk{p(t)} to describe
jet crackle remains common today.

The cumulative body of work regarding jet crackle has
included noise from heated and unheated, ideally and non-
ideally expanded, and laboratory and full-scale jets. How-
ever, there has not been a consistent methodology nor
framework for investigating the phenomenon, which may
contribute to differing viewpoints regarding its origin. Ulti-
mately, the issues raised by authors of prior jet crackle-
related studies lead to this paper's principal question: how
are the definitions of crackle based on (1) the waveform's
PDF asymmetry and (2) the shock content phenomenolog-
ically different when analyzing data from high-performance
military jet aircraft? The answer to this question impacts the
design of noise reduction solutions to eventually reduce
crackle as a perceptual phenomenon. To contextualize our
physical approach to identifying a consistent definition for
crackle, we first summarize research regarding the quantify-
ing of acoustic shocks. Next, we describe and analyze two
static full-scale experiments involving the F-35 AA-1
Lightning II and F-22A Raptor from the perspective of
the two current definitions for jet crackle. As part of these
analyses, we consider the effect of sampling rate on quanti-
fying crackle. We note that, although the analyses are spe-
cific to the datasets here, particularly because jet operating
conditions are not known, phenomenological connections
to laboratory-scale datasets can be made.

2 QUANTIFYING ACOUSTIC SHOCKS

One of the attractive features of the study by Ffowcs
Williams et al.1 is that their definition of crackle was sim-
ple: waveforms for which Sk{p(t)} > 0.4 distinctly crack-
led and waveforms for which Sk{p(t)} < 0.3 did not
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crackle. One issue with using Sk{p(t)} > 0.4 as an abso-
lute threshold for crackle is that the statistics of the
waveform are dependent on the response of the data
acquisition system. Ffowcs Williams et al. noted, “The
skewness factors measured are likely therefore to be
unique to this type of measurement and analysis equip-
ment, which is in wide use throughout the international
aviation community”1). Formulation of an acoustic
shock-based description of crackle requires more back-
ground. In this paper, we use the skewness of the time de-
rivative of the pressure, Sk{@p/@t}, hereafter referred to as
derivative skewness, to examine the behavior of the
shock-based definition of crackle. Other descriptors are
possible: acoustic shocks in broadband noise have been
analyzed based on instantaneous loudness24 and wave-
lets25. Comparisons between different potential quanti-
fiers of crackle will be the subject of future work.

The use of Sk{@p/@t} to quantify shock-like content
originated with McInerny, who with others analyzed
launch vehicle21 and military jet data12,26. Since the dem-
onstration23 that the presence of large time derivatives in
the waveform was important to representing crackle, the
statistics of the pressure time derivative have been docu-
mented in various laboratory-scale experiments8,9,27–29.
The derivative skewness is written for a zero-mean deriva-
tive process as
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where h ∙ i signifies ensemble average. Only recently have
efforts beenmade to quantify its behavior relative to nonlin-
ear acoustic shock formation and propagation. Shepherd
et al.30 considered the change in waveform and derivative
statistics for lossless nonlinear propagation of an initial sinu-
soid, the derivative skewness of which is zero. They found a
rapid increase in derivative skewness as s ! 1, where s is
defined as the propagation distance relative to shock forma-
tion. A full analytical treatment of the same scenario31,32

revealed that, for s ≪ 1, the derivative skewness could be
approximated as a linear function, Sk @p=@tf g≈3s= ffiffiffi

2
p

,
whereas Sk{@p/@t} ≈ (1 � s2)�3/4 as s ! 1. This latter
different frequency responses.
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Fig. 1—Tied-down F-35 AA-1 aircraft, with a
portion of the geometric near-field
microphone array.
expression yields a value of infinity at s = 1 as the initial
slope discontinuity occurs in thewaveform.Discrete tempo-
ral sampling of acoustic pressure data will necessarily limit
the derivative skewness to finite values, but Reichman
et al.31 have shown that Sk{@p/@t} ≈ 5 indicates significant
shock formation, provided that the sampling-to-peak-fre-
quency ratio, fs /fpeak, is at least 100.

These analytical investigations provide improved un-
derstanding of quantifying time-domain nonlinearity with
the derivative skewness, but the acoustic radiation from a
jet is nonplanar, nonsinusoidal, and within the geometric
near field, noncompact. As Ffowcs Williams et al.1 noted,
geometric spreading by itself does not change the nature of
the nonlinear propagation, just the distance at which
shocks will occur. Muhlestein and Gee.33 experimentally
confirmed the rapid growth of Sk{@p/@t} during shock
formation of sinusoids in a plane-wave tube. They also
showed that nonlinearly propagating broadband noise
forms shocks relatively more quickly than an initial sinu-
soid of the same rms amplitude, leading to a more rapid in-
crease in derivative skewness values. This more rapid
increase is caused by the fact that, relative to the sinusoid,
noise has larger pressure values and derivatives for wave-
forms of the same standard deviation. Reichman et al.31

have further shown that the suggested threshold of
Sk{@p/@t} > 5 for significant shock formation is also ap-
plicable to the noise case studied byMuhlestein andGee33.

For jets, the noncompact noise source region may result
in geometric near-field nonlinear interactions29, thereby
complicating the analysis. Nevertheless, if shocks are sig-
nificantly present in a jet noise waveform, Eqn. (1) will
yield large derivative skewness values regardless of the
precise nature of the propagation or its location relative
to the source. Conversely, small values of the derivative
skewness indicate that shocks are not significantly present
in the pressure waveform.

3 FULL-SCALE EXPERIMENT
SUMMARIES

3.1 F-35 AA-1 Lightning II

The F-35 AA-1 static run-up measurements were con-
ducted on 18th of October 2008 at Edwards Air Force Base
(EAFB), CA, by the Air Force Research Laboratory, Blue
Ridge Research and Consulting, LLC and Brigham Young
University. Photographs of the tied-down aircraft are dis-
played in Fig. 1. Measurements34–36 were made using
6.35 mm Type 1 free-field and pressure microphones lo-
cated at a height of 1.5 m (5 ft). The pressure microphones
were oriented skyward, for nominally grazing incidence.
The free-fieldmicrophoneswere pointed toward the plume,
aimed at a jet centerline location approximately 6.7 m
aft of the aircraft. This location, which is about 7–8 nozzle
diameters downstream of the engine nozzle exit plane (the
Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (1), January-February 2016
same scaled distance used for a previous F-22A experi-
ment in 2004)37, was set as the origin for defining obser-
vation angles. During the overall test, which consisted of
4–5 run-ups for each engine condition, the average wind
speed was less than 1 kt and the ambient pressure was vir-
tually constant at 0.914 kPa. Temperature and relative hu-
midity varied from 7 to 16 �C and 21 to 27%, respectively.
These meteorological data are given for completeness and
the variations do not impact the measurements within the
propagation range considered here. The results presented
in Sec. 4 are for a single set of run-ups, but are consistent
over the entire test: the spatially averaged standard devia-
tion in overall sound pressure level (OASPL) across run-
ups is less than 1 dB for all engine conditions.

The data analyzed here were obtained from a micro-
phone array described previously34 as a near-field array be-
cause it comprised locations out to 38 m from the origin.
The geometric near and far fields are ill-defined for a su-
personic jet, as the source peak location, extent and direc-
tivity vary with frequency, but a prior analysis29 of OASPL
decay for an unheated Mach 3.0 jet suggests that a transi-
tion to spherical spreading is complete by about 50 nozzle
diameters. Data acquisition was carried out using a Na-
tional InstrumentsW 8353 RAID server containing PXI-
4462 cards. Analog input ranges for each channel were ad-
justed (in 10 dB increments) for low and high-power set-
tings, based on the sensitivity of each microphone, in
order to maximize the dynamic range of each 24-bit chan-
nel. The system sampling frequency was varied between
96 and 204.8 kHz. The lower sampling rate was required
3Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Fig. 3—Diagram of the experimental set-up for
the acoustical measurements on anF-22A
Raptor. The triangles, each 2.3 m apart,
mark the center of the microphone array
for individual scans. The “x” located
5.5 m downstream of the nozzle exit refers
to the estimated peak source location and
the angle measurement reference.
because of slower mechanical hard drive write speeds for
the early-morning tests while the systemwas cold and dur-
ing afterburner, for which system vibration was greater.
The system was located forward of the aircraft and to the
sideline (about 70�) at an approximate distance of 35 m.
To illustrate the ranges of conditions, data at 50% engine
thrust request (ETR) and 150% ETR (maximum after-
burner power), both sampled at 96 kHz, are described in
this paper. Additional, and complementary, results from
these measurements are shown in Refs. 34–36 and 38–40.
Reference 38 examines measurement crest factor, Ref. 39
describes the role of nonlinear propagation in the spectral
shape and Ref. 40 compares two time-domain nonlinearity
measures across the full range of engine conditions. Some
of the results in Ref. 40 are also included here as they are
relevant to the discussion of crackle

3.2 F-22A Raptor

In July 2009, Brigham Young University and Blue
Ridge Research and Consulting, LLC, took extensive
noise measurements near an F-22A Raptor at Holloman
Air Force Base. The aircraft was tied down to a concrete
run-up pad and one engine was cycled through idle, inter-
mediate, military and afterburner while the other was held
at idle. Pressure waveform data from 150 channels were
acquired with a similar National Instruments-based record-
ing system using PXI-446x and 449x series cards at
96 kHz for the three lower power conditions and 48 kHz
at afterburner, because of slowmechanical hard drivewrite
speeds caused by system vibration. A complete description
of the experiment is found in Ref. 41.

The data analyzed in this study were recorded on a rect-
angular array of microphones placed near the aircraft, as
shown in Fig. 2. The 90 microphones were located
15.2 cm (6.0 in) apart and covered an aperture 0.6 m high
by 2.6 m (2 ft � 8.5 ft) long. The rig that held the micro-
phones was positioned at ten locations and three heights
Fig. 2—The tied-down F22A Raptor with one
engine at afterburner. Shown also is
the 90-microphone rectangular array.
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along a 22.9 m (75 ft)-long track and overlapped to form
1.8 m � 23.2 m (6 ft by 76 ft) measurement planes, as
shown in Fig. 3. The triangles indicate the locations of
the center of themicrophone array at eachmeasurement po-
sition. The set of measurements obtained 4.1 m from the
shear layer of the jet plume is referred to as plane 1, while
plane 2 refers to measurements taken 5.6 m from the shear
layer of the jet plume. Additionally, measurements were
taken in 10� increments along a 23 m arc referenced from
the estimated peak source location37. The height of the ar-
ray center was 1.9 m (75 in) for the arc measurements.

The data from this test are not as spatially diverse as the
F-35 AA-1 measurements but are analyzed for three rea-
sons. First, the aperture is sufficiently large to examine
the data for spatial trends. Second, these data have previ-
ously been analyzed from a number of contexts, including
level-based41, similarity spectra42, correlation43 and inten-
sity44 analyses, to near-field acoustical holography45 and
equivalent source modeling46. Their inclusion here helps
to add to the overall in-depth near-field characterization
performed. Third, they are used to illustrate the deleterious
effects of sampling frequency limitations on Sk{@p/@t},
which may be especially problematic for laboratory-scale
testing. Note further that far-field nonlinear propagation
analysis from prior 2004 F-22A measurements37, which
covered a range of 23–305 m, is also germane to the dis-
cussion of crackle and acoustic shock formation.

4 F-35 AA-1 DATA ANALYSIS

The present F-35 AA-1 analysis builds on a previous
limited investigation34 and incorporates elements of a sep-
arate nonlinearity analysis40 into the discussion on crackle.
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



We consider analyses of OASPL, Sk{p(t)} and Sk{@p/@t}
for 50% ETR and 150% ETR in order to provide exam-
ples of low and high-power engine conditions. The three
measures are shown in Fig. 4 for 50% ETR and Fig. 5
for 150% ETR. Between data at the marked microphone
locations, a regularized bicubic interpolation47 between
data points reduces interpolation artifacts present in previ-
ous related studies. Although we recognize that the non-
physical nature of the interpolation may result in reduced
accuracy in sparsemeasurement regions or near the aircraft
where significant shielding/scattering is expected, the
maps provide a convenient means to visualize data trends
across measurement positions.

The OASPL map in Fig. 4(a) for 50% ETR provides
context for examining similar maps for skewness. The
OASPL maximum at 38 m occurs near, but at angle
Fig. 4—Measurement of (a) OASPL, (b) Sk{p(t)}
and (c) Sk{@p/@t} for the F-35 AA-1 at
50% ETR. The dashed lines from the
nozzle indicate the approximate shear
layer location.

Fig. 5—Measurement of (a) OASPL, (b) Sk{p(t)}
and (c) Sk{@p/@t} for the F-35 AA-1 at
150% ETR.

Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (1), January-February 2016
perhaps greater than, 150�, as defined relative to the engine
inlet and the 6.7 m origin. Comparison of this maximum
OASPL lobe with the pressure and derivative skewness
maps, displayed in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively, reveals
different trends for the twomeasures. In Fig. 4(b), the pres-
sure skewness, though small (Sk{p(t)}< 0.1), possesses a
clear directivity whose maximum is approximately 25� up-
stream of the maximum OASPL lobe for this condition.
The relative constancy of the pressure skewness (0.075–
0.095) in the maximum direction outside the first few noz-
zle diameters provides evidence that Sk{p(t)} is produced
as a source phenomenon, or at least very near the shear
layer. On the other hand, Sk{@p/@t} in Fig. 4(c) exhibits
fundamentally different behavior than Sk{p(t)}; there is a
clear trend in terms of increasing skewness of @p/@t, with
larger magnitudes of the derivative occurring at greater dis-
tances from the source and ~15� closer to the maximum
OASPL lobe. The only known cause for a systematic in-
crease in positive derivativemagnitudes near themaximum
5Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Table 1—Summary of Sk{@p/@t} growth as a function
of engine condition from the minimum
value at the two microphones closest to the
shear layer to the maximum value at 38 m
across the microphones located between
90 and 150�.

ETR (%) Sk{@p/@t}

Near shear-
layer min

38m,
90–150 max

Percentage
increase

25 2.80e�03 0.070 2380%
50 0.161 1.62 909%
75 0.709 10.2 1340%
100 1.36 8.71 540%
130 3.00 9.65 221%
150 3.34 11.0 228%
radiation direction is nonlinear waveform steepening. In
this case, a maximum value of 1.62 near the shear layer
when combined with the discussion in Sec. 2 indicates
nonlinear waveform steepening, but not shock formation.
This is confirmed by examining waveform segments at
4.6 and 38 m in Ref. 40. We note that the increasing
Sk{@p/@t} with propagation distance agrees with findings
from anechoic, laboratory-scalemeasurements of unheated9

and heated8 supersonic jets.
The OASPL, Sk{p(t)} and Sk{@p/@t} for maximum

afterburner (150% ETR) are displayed in Fig. 5. Note
that many of the same trends from 50% ETR are re-
peated, but with significantly greater values. The in-
crease in thrust has shifted the main OASPL lobe in
Fig. 5(a) toward the sideline, to approximately 125�.
The values for Sk{p(t)} in Fig. 5(b) have increased sig-
nificantly from 50% ETR, with values in excess of 0.35
over a very large angular aperture from about 80–140�.
In addition, Sk{p(t)} appears to originate relatively
close to the nozzle, potentially corroborating the 5 nozzle
diameter estimate by Schlinker et al.10, although their
full-scale engine measurements were made for a non-
afterburning condition. The rapid decrease in Sk{p(t)}
with increasing downstream distance along the aft edge
of the measurement aperture agrees with laboratory-
scale measurements by Mora et al.,8 large eddy simula-
tions of Nichols et al.15,16 and with analyses by Gee
et al.20 for solid rocket motor noise.

Although the spatial trends are similar, Fig. 5(c) depicts
a dramatic increase in Sk{@p/@t} for 150%ETR relative to
50% ETR, with values of 3.3–4.1 near the shear layer and
a maximum value exceeding 12 near the peak radiation di-
rection. This figure provides significant insight into the na-
ture of the radiation of finite-amplitude noise frommilitary
jet aircraft, with the F-35 engine being the most powerful
tactical aircraft engine built. Whereas there is broad spatial
region with relatively constant pressure skewness, the de-
rivative skewness grows rapidly with increasing distance.
The region of large derivative skewness stems from the
maximum source region near the shear layer toward the
maximum OASPL direction (~110–140�) in Fig. 5(a).
Quantitatively, the derivative skewness values are consis-
tent with steepened waveforms near the jet shear layer
and shock formation by 38 m, which is confirmed by vi-
sual inspection of waveforms in Ref. 40. A previous inves-
tigation34 with 100% ETR suggested that the apparent
derivative skewness origin was upstream of the maximum
OASPL origin, but this does not appear to be the case
for afterburner, thus requiring further investigation.
The derivative skewness also increases with distance
in the sideline and forward directions, reaching greater
values than in the aft direction for 50% ETR, which
suggests nonlinear steepening occurs in the forward
direction at afterburner.
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Some additional comments and analyses regarding spa-
tial trends for both pressure and derivative skewness are
worthwhile. First, Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) do not indicate strong
propagation trends for Sk{p(t)}, again pointing to wave-
form asymmetry as a source phenomenon that increases
with engine power. However, a decrease in positive Sk{p(t)}
will occur in the far field for two reasons. First, weak
atmospheric dispersion will produce a slight rounding
of positive waveform peaks. Second, large pressure out-
liers will be suppressed due to nonlinear propagation
losses. Consequently, the effect of far-field propagation
is to eventually create essentially Gaussian-distributed
pressure amplitudes, similar to the far-field static run-
up F-22 data noted by Gee and Sparrow48 and flyover
data by McInerny et al.19. It is also important to note that
many of the skewness values in Fig. 5(b) for the F-35
AA-1 at 150% ETR would be considered borderline by
the traditional Ffowcs Williams et al.1 crackle criterion.
Despite the qualitative nature of Ffowcs Williams et al.'s
description of “distinctly crackling,” there is no question
that crackle is readily audible in sideline and downstream
noise from the F-35 AA-1 at afterburner power. Thus,
Fig. 5(b) provides clear evidence beyond the caution by
Papamoschou and Debiasi4 and by Gee et al.23 that pres-
sure skewness, and in particular the Ffowcs Williams
et al. criterion, are inadequate quantifiers of crackle.

Although the pressure PDF should become more
Gaussian in the far field, resulting in negligible pressure
skewness, the evolution of the pressure derivatives is con-
trolled by the relative importance of the nonlinear propaga-
tion. The near shear-layer minimum and 38-m maximum
derivative skewness values are summarized in Table 1 as a
function of engine condition from 25 to 150% ETR. Spatial
plots, similar to Figs. 4(c) and 5(c) but without the bicubic
regularization, were shown for additional engine powers in
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Fig. 7—OASPL and Sk{p(t)} at (a) Plane 1,
(b) Plane 2 and (c) The 23-m arc,
averaged over the 18 microphones at
nozzle height for the F-22 Raptor
afterburner power.
Ref. 40. The near-shear-layer minimum values for Sk{@p/@t}
monotonically increase with engine condition, signifying
greater nonlinear waveform steepening near the source.
The values for all conditions, however, are below the sug-
gested threshold for significant shock formation. At 38 m,
50% ETR serves as an intermediate case between essen-
tially no nonlinear propagation (25% ETR) to significant
shock formation (75% ETR). In addition to Ref. 40, visual
evidence of shock formation was shown in Ref. 34, which
contained waveforms for 100% ETR (military power). At
this condition, Sk{@p/@t} increases from ~1.36 near the
shear layer to a maximum greater than 8.7 at 38 m. Exam-
ination of an amplitude-normalized, retarded time-aligned
waveform segment along 130� at 8 and 38 m revealed that
while both waveforms were skewed, only the 38 m wave-
form had significant shock content.

Table 1 reveals a large change in sound field character-
istics that occurs somewhere between 50 and 75% ETR.
Although the jet fluid mechanics related to this change are
presently unknown, there is an approximate 10 dB increase
in maximum OASPL at the 38 m arc between the two con-
ditions, which is apparently enough to increase nonlinear
propagation to the point of shock formation. The reason
that the maximum derivative skewness at 38 m for 100
and 130% ETR decreases slightly relative to 75% ETR is
not clear, because both the overall sound levels and the
near shear-layer derivative skewness are both increasing,
as well as the overall angular aperture of significant
Fig. 6—OASPL and Sk{p(t)} at (a) Plane 1,
(b) Plane 2 and (c) The 23-marc, averaged
over the top 18 array microphones for the
F-22 Raptor military power.

Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (1), January-February 2016
derivative skewness40. In any event, when contrasted with
the relatively constant pressure skewness values, the growth
in derivative skewness for 75% and greater ETR dem-
onstrates the significant phenomenological differences in
the proposed definitions for jet crackle and its treatment as
a source versus propagation phenomenon.
5 F-22A DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Spatial and Engine Condition Comparison

The OASPL, Sk{p(t)} and Sk{@p/@t} near the F-22A
Raptor for military and afterburner powers corroborate
the source versus propagation characteristics of the radi-
ated field shown in Sec. 4. Data are conveniently repre-
sented by spatially averaging calculations from the row
of microphones at the engine centerline height (see Figs. 2
and 3) to produce a single average for each rectangular ar-
ray position. The averaged metrics are shown along plane
1, plane 2 and the 23-m arc for military and afterburner
conditions in Figs. 6–9. Figures 6 and 7 show the OASPL
and pressure skewness results for military and afterburner
powers, respectively, and Figs. 8 and 9 contain the OASPL
and derivative skewness results for both engine conditions.
Because the afterburner engine condition was measured
at a lower sampling frequency than military conditions
(48 kHz vs. 96 kHz), a discussion of the effect of the
7Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Fig. 8—OASPL and Sk{@p/@t} at (a) Plane 1,
(b) Plane 2 and (c) The 23-m arc,
averaged over the 18 microphones at
nozzle height for the F-22 Raptor at
military power.

Fig. 9—OASPL and Sk{@p/@t} at (a) Plane 1,
(b) Plane 2 and (c) The 23-m arc,
averaged over the 18 microphones at
nozzle height for the F-22 Raptor at
afterburner power.
sampling frequency on skewness estimation using the F-
22A data is also presented.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the maximum OASPL for both engine
conditions along plane 1 reaches a maximum of 148 dB
for military condition and 153 dB for afterburner at approx-
imately 7–8 m downstream of the nozzle. For Sk{p(t)}, the
spatial trend is similar to the OASPL along planes 1 and 2
in that both quantities reach their maxima in similar regions
and decrease with downstream distance. However, at the
23 m arc, the maximum values of Sk{p(t)} occur apprecia-
bly upstream of the maximum OASPL region in Figs. 6(c)
and 7(c) and do not increase with distance, which corrobo-
rates the F-35 analysis in Sec. 4. For military power in
Fig. 6, the range of maximum Sk{p(t)} falls between
0.25 and 0.4. For the afterburner data, Sk{p(t)} approaches
0.5 along planes 1 and 2, but decreases by the 23 m arc to
values of 0.35. Again, the values at 23 m would be only
“marginally” crackling according to the Ffowcs Williams
et al. criterion, which disagrees with field observations.

Values of Sk{@p/@t} for the F-22A at military power
in Fig. 8 show similar behavior as the F-35 AA-1. The
maximum in Fig. 8(b) along plane 1 is approximately
1.5 and increases to 4.7 at 23 m. Comparison with the
F-35 AA-1: Fig. 5(c) at afterburner and Fig. 2(b) in
Ref. 34 for 100% ETR in the maximum radiation direc-
tion reveals values that range between 2.5 and 6.2 over
comparable distances. The trend of systematic, significant
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growth of nonlinear steepening away from the shear layer
through plane 1, plane 2 and the arc is unmistakable.

Because the rate of nonlinear waveform steepening
is expected to increase with OASPL, comparison of
Figs. 8 and 9 for the F-22A at military and afterburner
conditions reveals an initially counterintuitive trend —
Sk{@p/@t} starts out larger for afterburner along plane
1 but then grows more slowly, such that the maximum
value on the arc is 3.1 versus 4.7 obtained for military
power. It was noted previously that the afterburner data
were acquired at a lower sampling rate and, as indicated
in Ref. 31 and Sec. 5.1, sampling rate plays a key role
in determining derivative skewness estimates as shocks
begin to form. Thus, an examination of the relationship
between sampling rate and derivative skewness using
F-22A military-power noise waveforms is worthwhile.

5.2 Impact of Sampling Frequency on Sk{@p/@t}

In addition to analytical investigations31,32, the depen-
dence of Sk{@p/@t} on sampling rate has been briefly dis-
cussed by Gee et al.9 in analysis of supersonic, laboratory-
scale data. For the laboratory-scale jet, the values of
Sk{@p/@t} were significantly less than for the F-35 AA-1
in Refs. 34 and 40 and in Fig. 5(c), yet visual inspection
of the waveform showed it contained significant shocks.
To evaluate this apparent contradiction, it is therefore
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



useful to analyze the effect of sampling rate on the calcula-
tion of Sk{p(t)} and Sk{@p/@t} for the F-22A at military
power by numerically downsampling the waveforms of
the military power measurement prior to statistical
calculations.

Figure 10 shows Sk{p(t)} and Sk{@p/@t} as a func-
tion of the ratio between sampling frequency and spec-
tral peak frequency, fs/fpeak, at three locations on the arc
at 23 m, 90�, 120� and 150� (see Fig. 3 for definitions
of these angles). Below a certain fs/fpeak threshold, the
skewness estimates at any angle become random and
meaningless, but the threshold is location-dependent.
Above the fs/fpeak threshold, the estimates for both
quantities steadily increase. For the case of Sk{p(t)}
in Fig. 10(a), it appears that the skewness estimates
reach asymptotic values at all locations as fs/fpeak
increases. The ratio at which the asymptotic value is
reached varies with location, likely due to the spatial
variation in the spectrum42 and indicates the frequency
ratio that is, or is nearly, sufficient to estimate the true
pressure skewness. The results also suggest that for
some locations, including near the maximum radiation
direction, the sampling frequency must be a factor of
100 greater than the peak frequency for accurate calcu-
lations of Sk{p(t)}. Thus, because the peak frequency
for the F-22 at afterburner is less than 500 Hz, the
Fig. 10—(a) Sk{p(t)} and (b) Sk{@p/@t} as a
function of fs /fpeak at 90�, 120� and
150� for the F-22A experiment along
the 23 m arc for the F-22 Raptor at
military power.
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sampling frequency of only 48 kHz is likely sufficient
to accurately estimate the Sk{p(t)} in Fig. 7. This
rule-of-thumb, fs/fpeak > 100, might be used to assess
data sufficiency in laboratory-scale experiments for
characterizing Sk{p(t)}.

A different scenario exists for the dependence of
Sk{@p/@t} on fs/fpeak, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Above
fs/fpeak ≈ 5, the estimates for the three different angles
all increase with fs/fpeak but, unlike Sk{p(t)}, the values
for Sk{@p/@t} do not plateau, even for the maximum
fs/fpeak represented by the 96 kHz sampling rate. Since
shocks in a lossy medium are, in fact, continuous func-
tions with finite thickness, we presume that the deriva-
tive skewness values will not approach infinity with
increasing sampling rate, but will rather approach an as-
ymptotic value for greater values of fs/fpeak. However,
because a positive slope persists at the maximum value
of fs/fpeak for each curve in Fig. 10(b), a sampling fre-
quency of 96 kHz is insufficient to accurately capture
the actual shock rise times for full-scale engine data.
The variation in slope along each curve in Fig. 10(b) is
likely caused by the inclusion or exclusion of ground-
reflected shocks in the waveform, which depends on ex-
periment geometry and fs/fpeak. Although the presence
of a reflecting plane does not change the principal conclu-
sions of this paper, additional investigations that examine
these statistical measures as a function of microphone
height above a reflecting surfacewould provide additional
physical insight about the propagation of high-performance
jet noise as it relates to personnel noise environments.

In addition to illustrating the need for high sampling
rates, Fig. 10(b) also illustrates the problem of making
comparable laboratory measurements where scaled mea-
surement bandwidths are not possible. As an example of
the potential utility of Fig. 10 in helping to assess differ-
ences between laboratory and full-scale measurements,
we compare the nominal fs/fpeak for an unheated Mach
2.0 jet in Ref. 9 with the F-35 AA-1 in the maximum de-
rivative skewness direction. The maximum Sk{@p/@t} in
Table 1 for 100% ETR is 8.71; at the same scaled location
for the laboratory measurement, Sk{@p/@t} was approxi-
mately 2.4, a ~73% reduction in skewness. For the F-35
AA-1 at military power, fs/fpeak ≈ 450, whereas for the lab-
oratory-scale jet (sampled at 192 kHz), fs/fpeak ≈ 70. A
comparison of the derivative skewness corresponding with
those two frequency ratios on the 120� and 150� curves in
Fig. 10(b) suggests a reduction of ~50–75% in Sk{@p/@t},
purely by sampling considerations without counting dif-
ferences in shock strength due to source or propagation
medium differences. The observed 73% reduction in
Sk{@p/@t} falls within these bounds.

To return to the original goal of making a more accurate
quantitative comparison between military and afterburner
conditions for the F-22A measurements, reduction of the
9Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Fig. 11—Sk{@p/@t} for downsampled (96 kHz
to 48 kHz) military power data shown
previously in Fig. 8.
sampling rate by a factor of two in Fig. 10 reveals only
marginal changes in Sk{p(t)}, but much larger changes
(approaching a factor of 1.5) in Sk{@p/@t}. The derivative
skewness resulting from downsampling is shown in
Fig. 11. The comparison between Sk{@p/@t} in Figs. 9
(for afterburner) and 11 (downsampled military case)
reveals what was anticipated on physical grounds previ-
ously — the maximum Sk{@p/@t} for the downsampled
military data is 2.6, which is less than the 3.1 for after-
burner. If an extrapolation of the afterburner data in the
form of a doubling of sampling frequency is allowed,
Fig. 10(b) suggests that the maximum value of Sk{@p/@t}
will increase from 3.1 to 4.7. This is consistent with a de-
rivative skewness value of 4.8 reported for an afterburning
F-22A at 23 m and 125�49. When sampling rate is taken
into account, these findings from the F-22A dataset em-
phasize the range and amplitude-dependent evolution of
Sk{@p/@t} in high-amplitude jet noise, thus corroborating
the F-35 AA-1 investigation.

6 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

From the present investigation, we conclude that the
historical definition of jet crackle synonymous with pres-
sure waveform skewness greater than 0.4 is phenomeno-
logically different from a definition of crackle that is
based on the presence of acoustic shocks. Skewed pressure
waveforms can be readily described as a source phenome-
non for supersonic jets, based on these full-scale data and
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prior laboratory measurements and numerical simulations.
However, based on thewaveform analysis of both the F-35
AA-1 and F-22A datasets using the skewness of the pres-
sure derivative, we find that nonlinear acoustic propagation
for high engine powers causes the skewed, steepened
waveforms that exist near the shear layer to undergo fur-
ther waveform steepening and eventually form a signifi-
cant number of shocks. Furthermore, these shocks evolve
and persist well into the geometric far field, even for cases
where the pressure skewness becomes negligible48. The
full-scale analyses here are complemented by laboratory-
scale studies8,9 that have also shown a significant increase
in derivative statistics with propagation distance.

Thus, a definition of jet crackle that is quantitatively
based on a measure sensitive to shock formation needs to
be couched within the understanding that the phenomenon
is heavily influenced by nonlinear acoustic propagation.
We believe that this framework will ultimately provide a
greater link between physical and perceptual characteris-
tics of crackle. This is not to say that positive pressure
skewness is not an important source feature unique to su-
personic jets, only that it is not a quantifier of the crackle
phenomenon.

We should point out that FfowcsWilliams et al. consid-
ered, but rejected, the notion that cumulative nonlinear
propagation effects (i.e., those that continue to evolve the
waveform beyond the source's acoustic near field) influ-
enced the presence of the acoustic shocks in the data. They
surmised (incorrectly, based on then-concurrent50,51 and
more recent6,12,19,35–37,52 investigations) that nonlinear dis-
tortion of waveforms in the far field of supersonic jet noise
is negligible and, therefore, the nonlinearity and resultant
rapid pressure changes must occur at the source. Other re-
cent studies have supported the idea that the acoustic
shocks are source-related15,16 or are due to other near-field
nonlinear phenomena26,27,29 and not nonlinear waveform
steepening. However, per the sampling rate issues consid-
ered here, the influence of a limited experiment or numer-
ical simulation bandwidth on their conclusions is unknown
and it is possible that our view that “steepened”waveforms
exist near the source and others' views that “shocks” exist
near the source are entirely compatible.

This investigation points to the need for additional
work related to crackle. First, coupling of high-fidelity
measurements and simulations is needed15–17. Second,
sampling-rate and ground reflection-related investiga-
tions need to be carried out to better represent measure-
ment realities. Finally, this analysis points to a further
need to understand crackle as a perceptual phenomenon
because of recent efforts tying crackle to jet noise reduc-
tion7,8,14. If perception is linked to the prevalence and
steepness of the acoustic shocks, we believe that the
crackle percept will be more pronounced farther from
the jet, despite geometric-spreading-induced reductions
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



in overall level. Consequently, we caution that jet engine
noise reduction measures that target a lessening of pres-
sure skewness in an attempt to reduce crackle, without
effecting a significant change in overall level, may not
function as anticipated. Nonlinear propagation resulting
in shock formation away from the jet exhaust could still
produce strong crackle-like perception.
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